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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following are the most suspicious transaction
indicators related to casino activities?
1. A client requests a winnings check (cheque) in a third
party's name.
2. Acquaintances bet against each other in even-money games and
it appears they are intentionally losing to one of the parties.
3. A new client who is a large volume player asks the casino
operator about the ability to transfer the funds to other
locations in the same country.
4. A client requests the transfer of winnings to the bank
account of a third party in a country without an effective
anti-money laundering regime.
A. 1, 2, and 4 only
B. 1, 2, and 3 only
C. 2, 3, and 4 only
D. 1, 3, and 4 only
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
A company has a two chassis G Series cluster and wants to
change the setup. This will require a reset of the chassis.
What is the correct procedure?
A. Reset both chassis simultaneously through the reset script

B. Reset the secondary chassis first, followed by the primary
chassis, through the reset script.
C. Reset both chassis simultaneously with the mobile build
server
D. Reset the primary chassis first, followed by the secondary
chassis, through the reset script.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
HOTSPOT
A company plans to implement Azure Cosmos DB.
You need to recommend client network connection options to
maximize performance.
What should you recommend? To answer, select the appropriate
options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Box 1: Direct mode
Connection policy: Use direct connection mode
Gateway Mode involves an additional network hop every time data
is read or written to Azure Cosmos DB. Because of this, Direct
Mode offers better performance due to fewer network hops.
Box 2: TCP
Direct mode supports connectivity through TCP and HTTPS
protocols. For best performance, use the TCP protocol when
possible.
Reference:

NEW QUESTION: 4
What does tools are available from 0racle that best describe
virtual machine performance ofa virtual machine?
A. xm top
B. xm list
C. top
D. cat /proc/cpuinfo
E. oswatcher installed in the guests
Answer: A
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